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ON THE LOOKOUT: Stephanie Plön, a research fellow at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University’s Coastal and Marine Research
Institute, takes photographs of the dorsal fins of dolphins in Algoa Bay to identify and track them.
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Whales in Algoa Bay
come under microscope

G
ROUNDBREAKING research
into how whales
communicate with their
calves is being undertaken in
Algoa Bay, Port Elizabeth. It’s
part of a larger study which

is monitoring the potential impact of
shipping noise on whales in the bay. 

The study, run by Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University (NMMU) and
funded by Transnet National Ports
Authority, is one of several cutting edge
studies on marine mammal health being
carried out by NMMU. 

Other projects include monitoring
dolphin populations along the Wild Coast,
a first for this area, and also investigating
the potential cause of a dolphin parasite
found in recent years.

Leading these projects is Dr Stephanie
Plön, a research fellow with NMMU’s
Coastal and Marine Research (CMR)
Institute, who has been working in Eastern
Cape waters for the past two decades. 

“We need to understand our local whale
and dolphin populations better, along with
the various threats they face… By
monitoring the health of animals at the top
of the food chain (like dolphins and
whales), we also get a good idea about the
health of the marine environment.”

The whale project is a four-year study,
for which Transnet has provided R800 000
in funding. Around the time of the opening
of the new industrial port of Ngqura at
Coega in 2009, unexpectedly high numbers
of whales were being sighted in Algoa Bay. 

“A study carried out from 2008 to 2011
found an unexpected number of baleen
whales, including mother-and-calf pairs,”
said Plön. “Even if shipping noise is found
not to be a problem, we need to learn more
about them as there is the risk of collisions
between ships and whales – so we are also
assessing the interaction between whales
and ships.

“We don’t have any intentions to stop

development, but potential problems have
to be identified and, if necessary,
mitigated. If there is too much noise, there
are ways to mitigate it. And if there is a
risk of collisions, there are ways to
mitigate that too.” 

Possible noise solutions included
quieter propellers on ships, or “bubble
curtains” to break up construction noise.  

The quieter St Francis Bay is being
used as a control for comparison.

Plön said whales had been recorded in
larger numbers in Algoa Bay only from
about 2000 onwards. Between June and
December every year, they ventured into

the warmer Indian Ocean waters to calve
before heading back to Antarctica. 

“We are busy studying how they
communicate with their young. Until now,
there has been very little research on this
globally... We want to see whether they
vocalise to communicate, or whether they
communicate by other means (like
physical communication). We are also
monitoring how shipping sound impacts
on their communication.” 

She said a second project, a three-year
boat-based study run in collaboration with
Rhodes University and the Eastern Cape
Parks and Tourism Agency (ECPTA), with
funding from PetroSA, was looking into
determining dolphin population structure
along the Wild Coast. 

“I’m excited about this. The Wild Coast
is unexplored and hard to study – we know

about dolphins in KwaZulu-Natal and have
some info about dolphins in the south-
eastern Cape. Now we are trying to fill the
gap and study dolphins in between these
two areas. Dolphins can range up to 500km.
We want to see if the animals in Algoa Bay
are the same ones as in KwaZulu-Natal.”

Doctoral students will track the
dolphins in by photographing their unique
dorsal fins and performing small biopsies
on skin and blubber – which will give them
an idea of the dolphin’s genetics and their
diet (through stable isotope and fatty acid
analysis). It will be the first boat-based
study of the Wild Coast dolphins. Other
boat studies in this area have focused on
the sardine run.”

Plön said a third study involved using
40 years of data – available through the
extensive marine mammal collection at
Bayworld in Port Elizabeth, the third
largest such collection in the world.
Bayworld has been involved in dissecting
dolphins accidentally caught in the
KwaZulu-Natal shark nets since the late
1970s, and these have given scientists clear
indication of the health of the dolphin
populations, and the health of the marine
environment they inhabit. Bayworld also
collects samples and information from
dolphins that have died after being
stranded – usually these animals are sick
already. 

“Over the last six years, I have seen
changes in the dolphins accidentally
caught, and saw the same changes in three
different species and in all age groups.
Initially, I thought it was a virus, but,
working with colleagues from the National
Zoological Gardens, Pretoria and the
Veterinary University of Hannover,
Germany, the changes appear to be
parasite-related.

“A masters student is now looking at
parasites in dolphins and whales in
Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal waters
over the last 40 years.”

University in Port Elizabeth running several studies

on marine mammal health, writes NICKY WILLEMSE
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how shipping sound
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It’s so easy to fall in love with a tarantula
TANYA WATERWORTH

TARANTULA spiders are generally the
stuff of horror films and nightmares, but a
Durban woman says she has fallen in love
with the eight-legged arachnids.

It seems tarantulas can easily become a
girl’s best friend. Fientjie Coetzer, from
Malvern in Durban, says she used to be
terrified of spiders, refused to even go near
one, and was much more likely to stomp on
a spider than pick one up. But this all
changed after her son, Marthinus Jr, got a
tarantula as a pet last year.

“When my son bought his tarantula, I
joined the Facebook page so I could learn
more about them.

“In February, I held my first tarantula.
It was scary and amazing to feel him
walking on my arm. I fell in love with
tarantulas,” she says.

Both Coetzer and her husband
Marthinus Sr are now tarantula keepers,
and already have 28 in their collection – all
fed on a diet of crickets and cockroaches.

“Two years ago, I would have killed a
spider on sight. Now I run and get my
camera every time I see one. Every day I go
from cage to cage and watch them.

“The other day when our barking
spider was making a web, it looked like she
was doing yoga. It’s so fascinating to

watch. I’ve learned so much and it’s
important to educate people,” she says.

As with all enthusiasts, the couple are
keen to share their knowledge – like that tree
tarantulas are faster and more aggressive
than other tarantulas, but “so beautiful”,
while the Cameron red baboon is the only
tarantula that can swim and can remain in
water for up to an hour, where it feeds on
fish such as guppies. Some tarantula species
can grow up to 34cm, similar to the size of a
dinner plate, with the largest being the
Goliath bird eater. The biggest fangs can
measure up to 2.5cm, and the larger species
can feed on birds and mice.

Another keen tarantula keeper and

dealer, Adele Ras from Richards Bay, says
80 percent of her customers are women.

“It seems men are more scared of
tarantulas than women. Women tend to be
more skittish of cockroaches than
spiders,” she says.

Ras started collecting her spiders last
year and now has 40 in her collection.

“People seem to think these spiders will
bite and kill you. But they are just the
opposite, they are gentle and will allow you
to hold them. They are venomous, but not
deadly to humans and less toxic than some
of the smaller species of spiders,” she
explains.

According to Wikipedia and the
Amazing Tarantulas websites, tarantula
bites are not fatal, but can cause “serious
discomfort”. Keepers say while some
tarantula species are docile and can be
handled, other species will be highly
aggressive and can move very quickly, as
well as jump. Tarantulas are cannibalistic
in nature and are kept in separate cages.

Ras says it’s illegal to keep indigenous
tarantulas in South Africa, while exotic
tarantulas being sold in this country
originate from places such as Brazil,
Mexico and India.

The Tarantula Club of SA on Facebook
helps to educate the public about the
misunderstood hairy beasts.

HAIRY STUFF: A birdeater tarantula.
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ITALCOTTO SPOKESPERSON

BACK to Nature is the theme that runs consistently in the latest home
design and in the architectural style of today. Wood as a natural floor
covering is therefore one of the latest trends.

Italcotto heard their loyal customer’s plea to introduce this beauti-
ful natural product into their basket of building materials on offer.
Heartwood flooring at Italcotto will satisfy you with their genuine Ital-
ian engineered wood flooring. Wooden floors offer you the natural
warmth and tradition of wood with each plank having its unique intrin-
sic look as nature intended.

Venice floor: We have recently been appointed exclusive suppliers
of the venice floor range of Italian engineered wood which has been
manufactured to the highest International quality standards. This engi-
neered wood is guaranteed to be manufactured in Italy which, too many
of us, means genuine Italian craftsmanship, first-class material selec-
tion, attention to detail, creativity and style

New showroom: Our showroom has recently been upgraded to dis-
play 15 stunning panels of new colours and finishes. Your decision
process is now even easier, as you are able to clearly visualise how the
finished floor will look. Our qualified sales team will set up 
appointments with our preferred installers to ensure a seamless level
of quality and service.

Selections: The Euro oak planks are available in two large sizes:
2350x192x15/4mm and in 2350x242x15/4mm in three beautiful
selections.

Supreme: Supreme is our premium board with an attractive grain
and minimal colour variation between boards. Visible knots up to 30mm
can be expected with a few small pin knots. Sapwood will be visible
up to 10%.   

Rustic: Rustic reflects a natural character with shaded boards; an
increase in visible filled and pin knots. The filled knots can be up to
50mm in diameter. Splits and sapwood will be visible in this selection

Character: Character is a combination of our supreme and rustic
boards combining the beauty of an attractive clean grain with natural
filled knots, sapwood and end splits

Visit the Italcotto Design Centre or website to view all the latest wood
trends – www.italcotto.co.za, let Italcotto’s professional team help you
turn your home into a natural work of art. 

Italcotto Design Centre is conveniently situated at the entrance of
Cape Town off the N1 in Christiaan Barnard Street. The showroom and
warehouse have hassle free, secure parking. 

Trading hours are Monday to Thursday, from 8am to 5pm; Friday,
from 8am to 4pm and Saturday, from 8.30am to 1pm. An in-house
Italian restaurant, Café Allegro, provides a welcome respite for the
stressed home owner.

Real wood flooring –
made in Italy


